
Supply Chain Manufacturing

D&H Industries serves as a supply chain partner to customers providing turn-key solutions for their 
long-term manufacturing programs. Our programmatic approach offers complete control from start to 
finish over prototype development, procurement, product quality, inventory control, and on-time 
delivery. D&H provides a competitive advantage through its efficient supply chain model, offering 
increased productivity, reduced manufacturing cost, and unmatched customer service while combatting 
supply chain disruptions.

Inspection
Testing, in-process, and final inspections — 
Utilizing CMMs, FaroArms, vision systems, gages, 
and other protocol processes.

Managed Processes
Thermal processes, coatings, destructive and 
non-destructive testing.

Kitting and Assembly
Organize and assemble parts into manageable 
kits; streamline packing, handling, and shipping 
operations; optimize inventory tracking.

Inventory Control
Real-time inventory management with
Kanban pull system replenishment and 
forecast-driven SCM.

On-Time Delivery
Programmatic manufacturing ensures
process control for on-time delivery — 
Exportation services through expert freight 
forwarder partners.

Prototypes
Proficient in new product development and 
design for manufacturability experts.

Engineering
Engineering Evaluation Process identifies all 
foreseeable obstacles before production — DFM.

In House Tooling
Complete design and tool-making focused on 
overall volume and life span performance.

Quality Protocol
Quality plan controls all manufacturing process 
aspects, testing procedures, document control, 
and reporting requirements.

Procurement
Supply chain management of metal acquisition 
with ERP system triggered buying, ensuring 
on-hand material with lead time monitoring.

Scheduling
Dedicated press for die tryout and priority 
scheduling over non-programmatic work with 
program status reporting option.

Production
Massive stamping and fabrication capacity of 
170,000+ sq. ft., two dozen presses, and a 100+ 
highly-skilled workforce. Lean manufacturing 
and Kanban program approach with machine 
tool redundancy, dedicated production cells 
option, and climate-controlled inspection.

Full-Service Welding Fabrication
MIG, robotic, resistance, and laser welding 
supported by 5-axis laser cutting, press brake, 
and temp tooling.
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